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Maintenance 

products for

your wooden

floor care



ROUTINE MAINTENANCE FOR: 

VARNISHED OIL EFFECT 

AND OIL U.V. WOODEN FLOOR 

B-WASH / B-BRIGHT
In order to maintain your parquet floor in good condition,

we suggest you to put a doormat on the threshold. 

The main problems with wooden floors are actually 

caused by dust and abrasive particles under your shoes.

Apart from dust removal (with vacuum systems or 

specific dust clothes), the wooden surface has to be 

carefully washed and cleaned from time to time. On this

purpose, our B-WASH, a neutral soap which does not

leave surface-active residuals when the floor dries off and

does not make the surface opaque, is highly suggested.

This product should be diluted with water and the rag

should be well squeezed, so not to “wash” the floor, but

to clean it with a humid cloth. If your varnished oil effect

or oil U.V. wooden floor presents some opacities or small

abrasions, you can refurbish its original shine with our

B-BRIGHT, a lavender oil wax which not only nourishes

the floor but also leaves a pleasant scent. The wax should

be spread with a soft woollen cloth or with a polisher

with soft felt pads.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE FOR:

OILED WOODEN FLOOR  

NACASA / NAPLANA

In case of oiled wooden floor, NACASA, an ecological soap

which gently wash the surface, and NAPLANA, a 

protective natural wax, are highly recommended.

EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE FOR:

VARNISHED OIL EFFECT

AND OIL U.V. WOODEN FLOOR 

B-WASH / B-MATT
In case of worn out or ruined wooden floor, we suggest

you to clean the surface with B-WASH and use then the

metallized wax B-MATT.

If the floor is really very ruined, apply B-MATT once again.

MAINTENANCE FOR:

OUTDOOR WOODEN PLANKS

DECK-SOAP / DECK-OIL

Bruno wooden planks for outdoor are made of hard and

weather resistant wooden species. Obviously, since  

exposure to atmospheric agent causes wood chromatic

decay (surface greying), periodic maintenance with our

Deck Soap and Deck Oil is highly recommended.

DECK SOAP is  a nourishing cleaning soap suitable for 

outdoor wooden floor washing, which efficiently remove

dirt, saltiness, chlorine residual, etc. DECK OIL is highly

recommended in order to brighten the wood aspect. 

This is a preservative oil composed of special anti-decay

agents which, if regularly used, maintains the wood 

colour intact.

THANK 

YOU FOR 

CHOOSING 

A BRUNO 

WOODEN FLOOR

More and more 

people choose 

wooden floor for 

interior design 

because of its many

qualities as  natural

material plenty of 

aesthetic values and

many functional 

advantages.

Because of old soft

wax finishing, with

low resistance to use

and dirt and which

needed frequent 

restoration, you may

have some doubts

about wooden floor

maintenance. But

now, modern 

varnished oil effect or

oil U.V. finishing 

wooden floors do not

need any particular or

more demanding care

than other hard 

material flooring such

as ceramics, stones,

terracotta tiles, etc.

Anyway, even if some

small attention and

our specific care 

products are enough

to right maintain your

parquetry, wooden

floor care should not

be ignored.

For this reason, 

following parquet

floor production step

by step from the 

beginning, we have

developed a specific

care product line.

This leaflet aims to

give you some useful

advice to keep your

beautiful wooden floor

always in order.



B-WASH 
Features: natural detergent for varnished oil effect and
oil U.V. wooden floor cleaning. It acts to remove even the
most persisting stains, wheel marks and other stains wi-
thout leaving any glows, and also leaves a pleasant hy-
gienical perfume.
How to use: apply B-Wash using a soft cloth on 
persisting stains. If necessary, apply more specifically
using a cotton sponge. In all other cases dilute the 
product with water in the proportion of 1 measure of 
B-Wash and 10 measures of water. It does not leave any
glows and leaves a delightful fresh perfume.

B-BRIGHT 
Features: his water emulsion of industrial waxes has
been especially created for the care of oil effect and oil
U.V. wooden floors. This wax gives the floor a high de-
gree of non-slip protection and a good degree of anti-sta-
tic properties.
How to use: dilute with water to a proportion of 1:4
and apply the solution uniformly. Wait for B-Bright to dry
and then polish using a soft woollen cloth or polishing
machine with soft felt section.

B-MATT 
Features: it is a pre-metallized wax for the maintenance
of ruined and/or abraded oil effect and oil U.V. floors. 
Because of its polymeric structure, it gives the treated
surface a glossy and even aspect.
How to use: clean very well the floor and spread B-Matt
uniformly. For particulary heavily used floors apply a 
second coat of B-Matt when the first coat has completely
dried.

NACASA 
Features: eco-friendly every-day soap, suitable for
products. It softly clan your floor and pleasently fills the
room.
How to use: dilute 1 measuring cap of NACASA each 5
litre water.

NAPLANA 
Features: eco-friendly wax emulsion from natural raw
material, suitable for          products maintenance. 
It protects and treats the surface.
How to use: dilute 1-4 measuring caps of NAPLANA
each 5 litre water.

DECK-SOAP 
Features: a nourishing detergent to clean external 
wooden floors. It efficiently removes dirt, traces of 
chlorine, salt, etc...
How to use: shake well before use. Dilute the product
with water to a ratio of 1 of Deck-Soap + 4/5 of water.
Wash a first time using floor cloth or mop. When dry,
wash a second time with the clean product. The floor can
be walked on immediately. It does not leave glows.

DECK-OIL
Features: it’s an impregnator particularly recommended
for the treatment of external wooden floors (swimming
pool edges, verandas, walkways). It contains natural and
synthetic oils, with the addition of UV ray absorbers and
special anti-ageing ingredients against the deterioration
of wood. It also protects wood against attack from 
wood-eating insects.
How to use: before applying Deck-Oil, prepare the
wood; sanding with 60/80 sandpaper is recommended
in order to obtain a slip-proof effect when the floor is wet.
Apply the first coat of Deck-Oil, and after 24/48 hours
apply a second coat, without sanding.
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